new

JP Ducting Qualities, all Flame Retardent (FR) as per DIN 4102 B1 or M2.

A
PRODUCT for

JP 752 FR White, extra strong and UV stabilised, 750 g/m2
Black&
White

JP 673 FRA Black & white, for mines or tunnels with risks of explosion, 670 g/m2. Antistatic ≤108 Ω
JP 651 FR Standard quality for mines and tunnels, 650 g/m2
JP 651 FRA Standard antistatic quality for mines or tunnels, 650 g/ m2. Antistatic ≤108 Ω

underground

JP 551 FR Lighter quality for mines and tunnels, 550 g/m2

safety

Please ask for our detailed data sheets of all our ducting qualities and other special coated textiles.

Black&
White

Connections

Steel couplings
Zip connections
Velcro connections
Super Joint JP airproof connections
Flexible inner rings

Design and production: Tintin Blackwell 2008, www.tintinblackwell.com
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Black&
White

Quality JP 673 FRA
Full Flame Retardency (FR)
Antistatic ≤108 Ω

A new ducting with an insulating
outside layer of white PVC and an
inside layer of black antistatic ≤108 Ω
PVC leads the static electricity to
earth through antistatic hangers every
meter. The risk of explosion due to
self-ignition is dramatically reduced.

Antistatic carbon black PVC layer on the
inside leads all static electricity through
the black strap to the rock.

Extra thick layer of insulating white PVC on
the outside eliminates the risk of sparks.

Special base fabric with doubled and flat
threads crosswise the ducting increases
the pressure tolerance (BPP) and prevents
lengthwise tear damages.

An adjustable carbon black strap every
meter leads the static electricity to the
steel wire connected to the rock.
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Patent pending

